Righto. So you’ve just nailed the Make it part of Make and Style It. Feeling
pumped? You should be!
But creating a beautiful kids’ space is one thing. Being able to afford to do it is
another entirely. And even if you’ve got buckets of money (if you do, can we
be friends?), you may still be struggling with the styling part.
With that in mind, I’ll share a few things you can add to those amazing shelves
you Make with Bear and Sparrow, without having to sell a kidney to get them*
*kidney selling optional and not encouraged.

Single Stem hydrangea $3 -Kmart

LED Twinkle Lights $5 - Kmart

Lay it flat on a shelf for the ultimate in beautiful
simplicity. You could even chop the stem off
and stick it in a little jar, or the pen cup you’ll
see a little further down.

Drape them over the top, or wrap them around
the shelves. Or bunch them up in a clear jar for
a fairy look!

Wooden Handle Skipping Rope $3 - Kmart

Moss Bunny $8 - Kmart

It’s a toy, it’s a rope…. Well yes, but it’s also
décor. Hang in next to your shelf on a hook, or
lay in on a table underneath

I love a bit of green. I also love a bunny. So a
green mossy bunny had to be included. Sit him
on a shelf, or underneath it on a side table.
He’d look cute next to a little jar 

Chalkboard round $8 - Kmart

Small Matt Bowl $2 - Kmart

This guy is about the same size as the shelves,
so you could place it diagonally next to it with
some cute litte words written on it. Or a picture
if you can draw (and even if you can’t)

Fill it with hairclips, or leave it empty. It looks
pretty either way! Soap dishes make great
little bowls too, so don’t forget to look in other
sections

Flag: Bigger than the Moon $7 - Kmart

Pen cup black $4.97 - Officeworks

This is a pretty decent size – it’s 88x59cm so
would make a great offset for a large circle
shelf. Keep the décor simple on the shelf and
make the shelf and the flag the statement
pieces.

A simple cup like this makes a great little vase
or faux plant holder. Crayons, pencils or even
a cute little favourite toy poking out.

Large Gauze Silver Butterfly $3.99 -Spotlight

Gold spot stickers $5 - Kmart

This would look super cute perched up on top of
one of the shelves!! Or hang it with a bit of
fishing line, for a 3D effect.

Don’t be neat and tidy with thsee – cluster
them up like little pieces of glitter around your
shelf! Kind of like the image here!

Silver Bunting Flags $3- Kmart

Pink or White Succulent $7- Kmart

Bunting our old friend! Silver – even better.
Goes great for boys or girls spaces. Imagine it
loosely hanging next to your moon…..

Green again – yep. Break it up with one of
these little succulents. If it doesn’t fit on your
shelf, use it on a side table or table near by.

Wooden Family $10 -Kmart

Woodland Birdie $10 -Target

Nawwww the cutest little family. Line them up
in family order, or pop them in pairs on different
shelves. Be creative! They could even sit in the
small matt bowl.

Cute as cute comes, this little birdie is a nice
gender neutral piece. Raw pine goes well with
the monochrome or the white/pine shelves so
whatever shelf you get, you can use it.

Yeah Word Art Target $7 -Target

Owl Woodland Decoration $5.95 -Spotlight

Yeah, words are in right now. Once again, if you
can’t fit it on your shelf, use adhesive hooks to
stick it up next to your new shelf!

Another perfect fit for the moon theme. He’d
be cute sitting next to the hanging star, don’t
you think?

Star Wand $7.99 – Spotlight

Cage String light $15 – Kmart

Rest this little wand up on its side, or lean it
against something small. It adds a bit of
wonderment, and you could even paint it or use
glitter to personalise. Or add an initial!

I’d love to see one of these lights hanging low
next to the moon, like a street light in the
moonlight! This would look amazing next to a
bed, with the shelf nearby.

Wooden Tea Set $15 – Kmart

Cube Deco Object 9cm $7.39 -Freedom

Nothing like a bit of shape to add interest.
Tea for two? Even if you don’t use the tray, the
little teapot and cups would look cute on a shelf. Gold adds glamour, and then you get to put it
in your room when you’re done. Winning!
Or put it all below the shelf, on a table or
drawers

